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Digital enhancement of TIME and SPACE for:

- Non-course related interactions
- Link to the real classroom environment
- Course related interactions

Benefits and limitations. Summary and Conclusions.
„Belongingness appears to have strong effects on emotional patterns and on cognitive processes.”

Baumeister and Leary, 1995
"It is teachers who have created positive teacher-student relationships that are more likely to have the above average effects on student achievement."
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Advance your research
Discover scientific knowledge, and make your research

Join for free

LinkedIn
Facebook
‘Use cooperation to learn, and competition to review’.

www.barefootteflteacher.com
Proste narzędzia do nauki dowolnego materiału.
Hello Mrs Dulba, I feel really sick and I won't be able to attend classes today 😞 Please do let me know what to do to catch up 😊

Poor you, btw, ‘hello’ is nowhere near as formal as you, hopefully, wanted to sound:-), as is the smiley:-),
Task Based Language Teaching with Digital Tools
Teaching Online; Reflections on Practice
Improving Teacher Student Relationship
Knowing our students better leads to better

- Management
- Support
- Motivation
- Inspiration
Keep moving forward
Keep the reins
Keep the balance
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